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Plane plastic flow of granular model material 
Experimental setup and results (*) 

M. BECKER (WUPPERTAL) and H. LIPPMANN (MtlNCHEN) 

TJiE CONVENTIONAL tests in soil mechanics do not allow for a rotation of the principal axes of 
the state of stress. Either a homogeneous stress distribution appears, as for instance in the truly 
triaxial machine [1, 2], or there results a fracture zone in which the behaviour of the material 
cannot experimentaUy be examined, as for instance in the simple shear test [3]. In this inves
tigation large plastic deformations of a granular model material under inhomogeneous stress 
distribution are studied. Therefore we developed a setup which is sketched in Fig. 1. Using 
many tests series we examined different yield Jaws and checked whether the calculated stress 
values agreed with the-measured quantities or not. The experiments show a fairly good agreement, 
provided that the Coulomb yield criterion in connection with the flow rule of Brown-Gudehus, 
are employed as constitutive equations. 

Doswiadczenia konwencjonalne w mechanice osrodk6w sypkich nie dopuszczaj~ obrotu gl6w
nych osi stanu napr~i:enia. Otrzymuje si~ b~dz jednorodny stan napr~i:enia, jak na przyklad 
w prawdziwie trojosiowych aparatach [1, 2], lub powstaje strefa zniszczenia, w kt6rej zachowanie 
si~ materialu nie jest trudne do zbadania doswiadczalnego, jak na przyklad w probach na czyste 
scinanie [3]. W niniejszej pracy badane s~ dui:e odksztalcenia plastyczne modelowego materialu 
ziarnistego, wywolane niejednorodnym rozkladem stanu napr~i:enia. W tym celu zbudowalismy 
stanowisko doswiadczalne, kt6re pokazane jest schematycznie na rys. 1. Wykonuj(lc wiele serii 
doswiadczen zbadalismy ro:lne prawa plyni~cia i sprawdzilismy czy policzone warto8ci napr~i:en 
s(l zgodne z mierzonymi wielko8ciami czy nie. Wyniki doswiadczen wykazuj(l zupelnie dobr(l 
zgodnosc pod warunkiem, ie jako rownania konstytutywne przyjmie si~ warunek plastyczno8ci 
Coulomba wraz z prawem plyni~cia Browna-Gudehusa. 

KoHBeHQHOHHbie 3I<cnepHMeHTbi a MexaHHI<e CbiiiyqHX cpe~ He ~onyci<aiOT Bpaii.temrn rJiaBHbiX 
OCeH HanpHmeHHOrO COCTOHHHH. Tio.rryqaeTCH HJIH O,wiOpO,wiOe HanpHmeHHOe COCTOHHHe, 
Kal< HanpHMep B ~eHCTBHTe.JThHO TpeXCOHbiX annapaTax [1, 2], HJIH B03HHI<aeT 30Ha pa3pyille
HHH, B I<OTOpOH DOBe~eHHe MaTepHaJia He Tpy,wiO HCCJie~OBaTL 31<CDepHMeHTaJILHO, I<al< Ha
npHMep B HCDbiTaHHHX Ha qHCTbiH C~BHr [3]. B HaCTOH~eH pa6oTe HCCJIC~yiOTCH 6o.m.WHe 
nJiacr~eCI<He ~e<PopMai.um Mo~eJILHoro 3epHHcroro MaTepHaJia Bbi3BaHHbie Heo,wiopo~IM 
pacnpe~eJieHHeM HanpHmeHHoro cocroHHHH. C 3TOH l{eJihiO nocrpoeHa HCCJie~oBaTe.m.ci<aH 
yCTaHOBI<a, I<OTOpaH DOI<a3aHa CXeMa~eCI<H Ha pHC. 1. TipOBO~H MHOrO cepHH 3I<CDepHMeHTOB 
HCCJie~oaaHhi pa3Hbie 3aKOHhi Teqemrn H npoaepeHo, coana~aroT HJIH HeT, pacq}ITaHHbie 
3HaqeHHH HanpHmeHHii c H3MepeHHhiMH BeJI~HHaMH. Pe3y.m.TaTbi 3I<cnepHMeHToB nOI<a3hi
BaiOT coaceM xopomee coana~eHHe no~ yCJIOBHeM, ~o onpe~eJIHIO~e ypaBHemrn npHHH
MaiOTCH a a~e ycJIOBHH nJiaCT~OCTH KyJioHa, coaMeCTHo c 3aKOHOM Teqemrn EpoYHa
ry~er~>roca. 

Notations 

r 0 polar coordinates, 
CJ Jt stress tensor with CJr = u, < 0, CJ(J = CJ(J(J < 0, and T = CJrfJ , 

u, centre of the stress circle:) (Mohr), 
CJ4 radius of the stress circle, 

(*) Paper presented at the Euromech CoUoqium 84 on "Mechanics of Granular Materials", 
Warsaw, July 1976. 
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1. Introduction 

s1t deviator stress tensor, 
e1t plastic components of the strain tensor, 
e11 centre of the strain circle (Mohr), 
e11 radius of the strain circle, 

M. BECKER AND H. LIPPMANN 

e1t plastic components of deviatoric strain tensor, 
D angular velocity of the inner core, 
u radial displacement, 
v circumferential displacement, 
p, coefficient of Coulomb friction between steel and glass, 
Q relative density (ratio of the solid particle volume, and the total volume) 

of the model material, 
Q c critical density for which deformation occurs without change of volume) 

I length of the steel rodlets, 
y specific weight of the steel rodlets, 
tX angle between the r-direction and the direction of the first principal stress, 

la yield function, 
cb angle of internal friction, 
c internal cohesion, 

tp angle between the flow limit and the a11-axis in the plane of state, 
g function which indicates the change of volume, 
D dilatancy function, 
{J angle of dilatancy, 

'P a potential function different from the yield function la ' 
L1A. positive incremental multiplier, 

t time, 
t0 initial time, 

Lttm duration of each individual process of registering, 
L1 t w time interval between two registerings, 

L1 increment, 
h11 thickness of the polyurethane plate, 
d11 diameter of the polyurethane plate, 
Pt gas pressure in the rubber tube, 
dt diameter of the rubber tube, 

index i values at the inner boundary, 
index e values at the outer boundary. 

IN SOIL mechanics it is usually assumed that: 
AI: The state and the motion of material are completely defined by the classical con

cept of stress, strain, strain rate, and local density. 
This assumption is not at all trivial. Nevertheless a physical proof is difficult [4]. Indeed 

it is conceivable that the motion of the set of individual grains is not uniquely determined 
by the field of average grain displacement. The same is true with respect to the rotations 
of the grains and the interaction of both. Therefore, there may exist different states of 
stress which are all associated with the same average field of displacement. This case is 
excluded by the first assumption. An experimental justification that the grain rotation 
may be neglected has not yet been given, because the usual setups do not allow for a rota
tion of the principal axes of the state of stress or of the strain increments respectively, so 
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PLANE PLASTIC FLOW OF GRANULAR MODEL MATERIAL 831 

that the grain rotation is of minor significance from the very beginning. Our experimental 
investigations should allow for such a justification. 

A further assumption which is used occasionally in connection with plastic constitutive 
equations is the following one: 

A2: The stress path should be independent of the velocity with which the strain path is 
run. 

Since an exact time independence is physically impossible for natural granular material, 
a class of ideal material is considered. In fact, the behaviour of dry granular material is 
governed by internal contact friction between the grains, which is time-independent within 
a very large area of the velocity [5]. 

2. The setup 

2.1. Preliminary consideratioos 

Instead of grains we have -following the example of ScHNEEBELI [6] - presently 
chosen steel rodlets two centimetres in lenght, which stand perpendicular to the plane 
of Fig. 1. This model material - a one-phase material - is deformed between the con
centric boundaries r; and re. In this way we enforce plane plastic flow. Since very simple 

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of the setup. 

preliminary tests show that by a rigid rotation of the inner core only the deformation 
concentrates to one shear zone alone (Fig. 2) which may become about ten grains thick 
[7], a core r1 was designed which can be rotated as well as extended. The outer boundary 
re shall be extensible only. If one rotates the inner core r1 and expands it simultaneously, 
a deformation is imposed on the material which is inhomogeneous with respect to the 
radius r. But it is independent of the angle () so that it may be described as being rotation
ally symmetric rather than axially symmetric. 

The construction of these boundaries was the main difficulty of the setup, the more 
as no literature seems to exist about a circular loading or measuring equipment which 
can change its diameter continuously. 

6 Arch. Mech. Stos. 6n7 
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A) 

B) 

FIG. 2. The shear zone produced by a rigid rotation of the inner core; A) initial state, B) final state. 

(832] 
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PLANE PLASTIC FLOW OF GRANULAR MODEL MATERIAL 833 

2.2. Construction 

After several preliminary tests we tried to use a rubber tube which allows for a unique 
relationship between the internal gas pressure Pr and the diameter dr, versus the radial 
stress u,. For the outer boundary this solution was indeed applied. At the inner boundary 
it appeared that the circle became unstable as soon as the pressure distribution between 

40 

30 

......... 20 
~§ 

~10 ..._ 

9.5 10.0 10.5 11.0 11.5 12.0 

dp(cm) 

FIG. 4. The radial stress u,1 as a function of the 
diameter dp and the thickness hp of the polyurethane 

plate. 

FIG. 3. Sectional view of the inner loading and 
measuring equipment; a) polyurethane plate, b) piston 
plate, c) former pin, d) shaft, e) torsional shaft, 
f) abutment plate, g) back-end piloting, h) ball 
bearing, k) delivery connection, 1) bore for hydraulic 

oil, m) pressure chamber. 

the model material and the rubber tube underwent any perturbation like, for example 
deviation from the rotational symmetry. Therefore we chose the following different solu
tion (Fig. 3): A polyurethane plate is compressed between two hydraulic head-on-acting 
cylinders, so that the diameter is increased. The pressure u,1 between the plate and the 
granular material are determined by calibration tests, to depend on the actual diameter dP 
and the thickness hP of the plate (Fig. 4). The change of thickness is measured with the 
aid of linear variable differential transformers, the diameter by a self-made strain trans
former. The shear stress ri at the inner boundary is transferred by means of friction from 

6* 
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834 M. BECKER AND H. LJPPMANN 

the polyurethane plate to the cylinders, and can now be measured as a torque acting onto 
the torsional shaft which simultaneously transfers the rotation to the inner core. 

At the outer boundary re (Fig. 5), sheet segments transfer the shear stress -r., by means 
of former pins to a rigid steel ring inside which the rubber tube is placed. The ring is 
supported by four fiexurallevers on which bonded strain gages are fixed for the purpose of 
displaying the value of the transferred moment. The radial normal stress a,e can be won by 

M3 

FIG. 5. The outer loading and measuring equipment; A) top view without the cover plate (e), B) sectional 
view; a) rubber tube, b) sheet segments, c) former pins, d) rigid steel ring, e) circular ring slab, f) ftexural 

members, g) strain gages. 

interpolating the surface of Fig. 6 if the actual diameter dr of the rubber tube and the 
internal gas pressure Pr are known. Figure 7 shows a photograph of the setup. 

It is possible to prescribe one of the kinematic quantities only, e.g. the radial extension 
u, as the angular velocity of the inner coreD = 0.006 r.p.m. is enforced by the invariable 
speed of the electromotor in combination with the transmission ratio, while the outer 
boundary can not be rotated. In order to control the extension u1 we use the rotation D 
as the reference input ratio. Regarding the stresses, only the radial pressure a,e can be 
prescribed independently, i.e. by means of a blow-off valve within certain tolerances. An 
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FIG. 6. The radial normal stress a,e as a function of the diameter dr and the internal gas pressure p, of the 
rubber tube. 

FIG. 7. Photograph of the setup. 

[835) 
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836 M. BECKER AND H. LIPPMANN 
----------------- -------- ------·-

upper limit of C1re is imposed by the load-carrying capacity of the torsional shalft because 
the shear stress Tj increases if the normal stress C1re augments, while the same kinematic 
boundary conditions remain unchanged. 

2.3. Registering of the measured values 

The measurement of the different values is controlled by a pulse generator (Fig. 8) 
which simultaneously releases the camera and gives a binary signal to the Sample and 
Hold Storage so that the actual measured quantities are kept. Besides, the scanner is 
caused by the printer to record the successive data via a digital voltmeter. After a fixed 

Sample 
& Hold 

outer moment 

1 
F'lexural 

boundary 
Pt 

release 
camera Cl-------. 

sam le/hold 

reset 

scanner 

measuring point 

hold 

advanced 

delay 

FIG. 8. Block diagram for the registering process. 

printer 

print 

time interval L1 tm - as early as possible after the printing process is finished -the pulse 
generator orders the Sample and Hold Storage to sample the measured quantities, and 
releases the camera for the second time. After another fixed time interval L1tw this cycle 
starts again, until the maximal or minimal attainable diameter dp of the polyurethane plate 
is reached. The interval between two successive measurements is L1t = L1tm+L1tw. 

3. Evaluation 

The plastic components of the strain increments L1eik are determined in the whole 
area starting from the measured increments of the displacements L1u and L1v along a radius 
vector r by means of two photographs (Fig. 9) in a stereoscopic way. In fact, stereoscopic 
measurements usually presume two photographs of the object in question, taken from 
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--- -- - - -------- . ·-- - - - - - ---

different positions. Then it is possible to reconstruct the object three-dimensionally by 
relating corresponding points of the photographs. In our case we do not use two different 
positions, but the model material is moving. If one looks stereoscopically at two photo
graphs taken after a short interval, the displacements look like pseudo differences in 
altitude. These can be analysed as a profile along the radius vector r. Besides, the two 
threads are reference lines of zero displacement. The scale for the evaluation is determined 

FJG. 9. Photograph used for determining the incremental displacements L1u and L1v. 

by the aid of known displacements, for instance .dui and Ltvi. If elastic deformations are 
neglected one has approximately, using polar coordinates, 

(3.1) 
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838 M. BECIC.Eil AND H. LIPPMANN 

In order to obtain the derivatives d(Au)fdr and d(Av)fdr as exactly as possible, we approx
imate the measured values of Au or Av respectively, by means of smooth functions 
(Fig. 10) in analytical terms, and differentiate these in a closed form . 

.t~. measured value ~u 
-- approximating curve or ~u 
~ measured value Av 

---- approximating curve oF ~v 

0.16 

0.12 

0.04 

FIG. 10. Increments of the radial and circumferential d.isplacements Au and Av. 

Since preliminary tests show that the friction between the rodlets and the bottom plate 
cannot be neglected, we take account of that friction as if it would act like volume forces 
in the conditions of equilibrium: 

da, 1 ( ) 1 . ( Au ) dT = -,- a6-a, +pe ysm arctg Av , 

(3.2) 

Though the boundary values a,;, Tj, a,e and ie are being picked up during the experiments 
it is impossible to integrate the differential conditions of equilibrium (3.2) uniquely as 
any information about a8 is still missing. Therefore we assume: 

A3: The principal axes of stress and the increments of strain are coaxial. 
The good agreement of this assumption with reality has been shown by RoscoE [8]. 

The angle ex between the r-direction and the first principal axis of stress is given by 

(3.3) 2-r 
tg2cx- --. 

a,- a6 

For the ~train increments, it holds accordingly that 

(3.4) 

d(L1v) L1v 
2Ae,6 -;Jf- r 

tg2cx = Ae, -Lie
00 

= d(Liu) Au · 
-;Jr-, 
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Eliminating ( a6 - a,) from the conditions of equilibrium (3.2), yields 

-~ - - ; -U:2 rx + pelysin {arc tg ~= ) , 
(3.5) 

~; = - ; ..-+ pely cos {arc tg ~: ) , 
in which equations tg2a have to be substituted from Eq. (3.4). In order to find out the 
distribution of density, the negative copy of the photograph (Fig. 9) is put into an enlarger 
and the area to be analysed is scanned by a photomultiplier which reproduces exactly the 
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FIG. 11. Corresponding density distribution. 
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A boundary values oF or 
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----------- -------
o~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23 25 27 29 31 33 
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FIG. 12. Calculated stress distribution in comparison with the measured boundary values. 

variation of brightness (Fig. 11). Since the negative copies do not show all the same black
white contrast, the scale has to be determined by enumerating the rodlets at least in two 
areas of each photograph. 

Using all these informations it is now possible to integrate the differential conditions 
of equilibrium (3.5) with the stress boundary values a,; and T; given. The boundary values 
a,e and Te serve as control data for the calculation. Then, a maximum deviation of four 
per cent between the measured and the calculated values of l1re and Te is obtained (Fig. 12). 
We believe this to be a fairly good agreement. 
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840 M. BECKER AND H. LIPPMANN 

4. Results 

4 • .1. Derivations of the constitutive equations 

The abscissa of the centre a P and the radius aq of Mohr's stress circle are calculated 
using the determined stresses according to 

1 
aP = -2- (a,+ao), 

(4.1) 
1 

(Jq = 21(ar-ao)2+4r211/2, 

and these quantities are plotted as stless points in the plane of state. Besides, the corre
sponding quantities taken from Mohr's circle of the strain increments 

1 
L1ep = 2 (L1err+L1eoo), 

(4.2) 

L1eq = + I(L1s,r-L1eoo)2+4L1e;ol 112 

are plotted as a free vector in the corresponding stress point. Now the stress points mutually 
with the vectors (*) of the strain increments are consecutively arranged according to the 

I 
I 
I 

h/3 

0 -2 -4 -6 -8 -10 -12 -14 -16 -18 -20 

up (N/cm2), !Jep ( 

FIG. 13. Stress states on the yieJd limit and corresponding strain increments in the plane of state for 
(! = 0.73. 

values of the density e for all test series. Then, well-interpretable diagrams are obtained 
(Figs. 13 and 14). In this way a slight dependence of the yield criterion and a much larger 
dependence of the strain increments both on the density e could be found. Furthermore, 
it is seen that the yield limit may be described by means of the Coulomb criterion: 

(4.3) !o = ~ + _ _!!_p__ sin(])- __!__ cos (]) = 0, 
laPI laPI laPI 

(*) Reduced to equal lengths, as only their direction is important. 
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Fro. 14. Same as Fig. 13, for e = 0.82. 

841 

in which the internal cohesion c can be neglected at least for our model material. The 
relation between the angle of internal friction t/J and the angle 1p in Figs. 13 and 14 is 
given by the equation 

sin t/J = tg1p . 

Now it appears reasonable to check flow rules which satisfy the assumption A3, so that 
Eqs. (3.3) and (3.4) can be derived from the constitutive equations used. 

The normality condition (MrsES) 

(4.5) 

does not hold as can easily be seen from the diagram in Fig. 13. BROWN [9] maintained 
the normality with regard to the deviatoric quantities e ik, sik of strain and stress respectively, 
according to 

(4.6) 

but has to add an additional relationship for the changes in volume as follows: 

(4.7) 

The application of the flow rule, Eqs. (4.6) and (4.7) in combination with the approach 
suggested by GUDEHUS [ l 0] 

(4.8) 
D((]) 

g( O'mm) = - -- ' O'mm =/= 0 
O'mm 

gives a satisfactory agreement (Figs. 15 and 16) (*). D is the dilatancy function which 
indicates whether the volume increases (D > 0) or decreases (D < 0). The angle of dilat-

(*) It could not be examined how far Eq. (4.8) would remain correct if a,.,. --. 0. 
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-0.2 -0.1 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 

Value of D ( ) 

FIG. 15. Statistical analysis of the value of the dilatancy function D for e = 0.73. 

-0.2 -0.1 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 

Value or D ( ) 

FIG. 16. Same as Fig. 15, for e = 0.82. 

ancy P (Figs. 13 and 14) between the strain increment vector and the direction of deviatoric 
deformation is related to D by the equation 

(4.9) D = 2tgp. 

As the agreement obtained in this way could, using our experiments, hardly be improved, 
an additional analysis was omitted which could be based on the more general flow rule 
suggested by POOROOSHASB [11], RADENKOVIC [12], et al.: 

(4.10) L1ejk = L1 A a'P(J • 
a(fjk 

After all values of the density e which appear during the experiments have been analysed, 
it becomes evident that the angle of internal friction fP is directly proportional to the 
density e (Fig. 17), and that D(e) may be described as a polynomial of the third order 
(Fig. 18). As can be seen from Figs. 19 and 20, the density e tends during the deformation 
to an asymptotic value for which a volume change does no longer happen. This "critical" 
density amounts approximately to f!c = 0. 76. 
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Fro. 17. The angle of internal friction tP as a function of the relative density e. 

o values From the experiments 

- approximating curve 
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Fro. 18. The dilatancy function D dependent on the relative density e. 
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Fro. 19. Change of the density distribution during an experiment. 
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-
~0. 90 

-- t=t0 

--- t=t0 +tlt 
----- t=t0 +5At 
------- t=t0 +10Llt 

0.86 
·· · ·· ···· ·· t=t0 +16llt 

0.82 

0.78 

0.74 

0.70 9 
11 13 15 17 19 21 23 zs 21 29 31 r(cm) 

FIG. 20. Change of the density distribution for an initial state close to the critical density (!c. 

4.2. Another verification of the constitutive equations 

In order to check the determined constitutive equations the test conditions have been 
changed. Whereas during the previous experiments the radial incremental displacement 
at the inner boundary was always positive (Ll ui > 0), i.e. the diameter of the inner core 
increasing, now the diameter of the inner core may also decrease (Llui < 0). Here the 
set of differential equations comprises not only the conditions of equilibrium (3.2), 
but al~o the compatibility equations (3.1) in which the strain increments have been 
eliminated by virtue of the flow rule in Eqs. (4.6), (4.7) and (4.8): 

-~- = :- (a0 -a,}+ ,uely sin (arc tg ~~), 

~; = - + r+~tely cos {arc tg ~;}, 

(4.11) d(Llu) Llu O',.-O'o+-fi(O',.-O'o)2+4-r211/2 

~=r D ~ -~- , 

O'o- 0',. + T l(O'o- 0',.)2 +4-r211!2 

d(Llv) Llv Llu 4r -- = -- + - -----
dr r r D 

O'o-0',.+21(0',.-0'o)2+4-r211/2 

The circumferential stress 0'0 has to be substituted using the yield criterion in Eq. (4.3) by 
the stresses 0',. and r. 

The density distribution e has to be known at least for the initial state, i.e. this dis
tribution would have to be measured in advance, (Fig. 21), whereas the subsequent values 
of e can be determined on the base of the volume change as obtained by the kinematics 
measured. With these informations it now becomes possible to integrate the set of differ
ential equations (4.11) using the boundary values 0',.;, r;, Llui and Llvi given. The bound
ary values O',.e and re and the increments of the displacement Llu and Llv are used as 
control data (Figs. 22 and 23). In spite of the different test conditions, one obtains a fairly 
good agreement. 
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FIG. 21. Density distribution used for checking the constitutive equations (L1u1 < 0). 
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FIG. 22. Calculated stress distribution compared with the measured boundary values in the check 
(cp. Fig. 21). 
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FIG. 23. Calculated increments of the displacements compared with the measured values in the check 
(cp. Fig. 21). 
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5. Conclusion 

It has been shown that the behaviour of our model material may be described by 
means of the constitutive equations (4.3), (4.6), (4.7) and (4.8). In addition, neither the 
velocity of deformation nor the rotation of grains show a significant feedback to the 
stress-displacement behaviour of this model material; thus basic assumptions (Ch. 1) 
seem to be justified. Therefore it appears reasonable to advance the design of the setup 
in such a way that any arbitrary granular material like sand, for example, can be analysed. 
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